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ECS NEWS

NATIONAL CONTACT PERSONS

Dear National Contact persons! On behalf of the

ECS Council, I would like to ask you again to
complete the ECS national information & 4-

months period sheet, and send it as soon as

possible to the secretary, Finn Larsen. Until

now we have answers from only three of you,

and I think this is a very poor result! ll any of

you do not feel able any more to remain a
national contact p€rson and to do the the

necessary work involved with this role, please

inform the ECS Council. We will then choose
somebody else in your countrY.

URSULASIEBERT

I4TH COUNC¡L MEETING OF THE ECS

IEditorial Note - ln order to keep ECS members

better informed about matters relating to the
running of the society, it is proposed to

summarise discussions held at each Council
meeting, and to report these through the
medium of the newsletter. Those sentences
highlighted in the text in particular invite
response from the ECS membership.l

On 17-18 September, five members of the
Council met in Lugano, Switzerland. Apologies
for absence were received lrom Finn Larsen,
Mads-Peter Heide-Jørgensen, and Toni Raga.
Lugano was selected as lhe venue for the
meeting so that plans for the 1995 ECS
Conf erence could be reviewed, and the
conf erence organiser, Beatrice Jann, could
discuss in detail any problems arising.

Changes to Gouncil Phil Hammond will
resign as Treasurer after the 1995 conference.
A successor will need to be found, and
discussion centred on various possible persons
to approach. However, if someone from the
membership is interested in taking on this task,
the Council invite him/her to come forward.

Spreading of duties ln order to spread the
duties over a wider number of persons within
ECS Council, the following proposal was made:
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EDITORIAL

Our next annual conference fast approaches,
and accompanying the newsletter are the final
details. Please respond as soon as you receive
this newsletter if you wish to attend. There
are several messages for the membership from
the ECS Council in this newsletter, so please
read carefully! We are anxious to involve more
members in the day to day activities of the
society and receive a wider range of
contributions for the newsletter. ln particular,
the society's aims to promote regional
development via the national contact persons
seems to be failing, and it is hoped to discuss
how this can be rectified on the Wednesday of
the Lugano conference. Please, if you a national
contact person, can you try to attend this
meeting.

Putting the newsletters together, we operate
rather in a vacuum, having little idea whether
it is serving the membership usefully, or could
benef it f rom having a diff erent style or
content. Please let us know your views,
positive or negative!

PFTER EVANS
MARJAN ADDINK

JOKE BAKKER
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Secretary Finn Larsen would take care of
membership and general correspondence, and
would act as the ECS official address.

Amanda Lisle/SMRU Mandy volunteered to
continue updating the membership database and
producing the Iabels, unless the Secretary
chooses another person for this duty. Since
ECS publications will be in storage in
Cambridge, Mandy will also be responsible for
photocopying and mailing of newsletters. lf
proceedings are printed outside UK, they will
still be distibuted from Cambridge.

T re a s u re r would deal specif ically with
matters of finances, and receive subscriptions,
liaising with Finn Larsen and Amanda Lisle to
ensure that the membership list is up to date.

Conference Secretary Every year
someone from the Council should be appointed
as Conf erence Secretary, to help the
conference organiser in the preparation of the
annual conference (unless the conference
organiser is already a Council member).

Student member The Council discussed the
possibility of a student being elected. The
nomination would be for a lwo year period, and
he/she could be re-elected lor another two
year period. The student would be chosen by
students from the student membership and
election would take place during the Annual
General Meeting. Nominations are therefore
invited for the period 1996-98 and must be
forwarded to the Secretary prior to the 1996
AGM.

E-mail All Council members should be on e-
mail! Plans are proceeding to accomplish this.

Conferences 1994 Montoellier The
conf erence proceedings will be distributed
during the Lugano conference to save some
money, non-attendees receiving theirs by post
in the normal way. As a rule, the proceedings
will be distributed before the next conference.
It was recommended lhat the proceedings
should have an ISBN number. The deadline lor
sending the final versions of contributions for
the Tursiops workshop has passed but not all
have been received yet. Editing should be ready

by the end of the year. Thijs Kuiken is working
on the Pathology workshop proceedings. The
final report should have good colour
illustrations and the new logo.

1S95 Luoano Details of the conference are
provided on separate sheets with this
newsletter. The Ticino community will pay for
the printing of the programme and abstract,
and also for the Montpellier proceedings. Coffee

breaks will cost 3.70 Swiss francs per person

and include coffee and croissant; dinner will
cost 36 SF per person. Sponsors to date include
the Swiss Diving Federation, Air Canada, and
Europe Conservation. WWF lnternational have
also been approached. lnvited speakers include
Chris Clark, John Ford, David Goodson,
Jonathan Gordon and Bill Watkins. An attempt
will be made to try to get some Russian
acousticians to participate in the conference.
Jonathan Gordon will organise a workshop on

"simple f ield acoustic techniques", at the
Natural History Museum on Sunday 12

February. Denise Herzing will organise a

workshop on "working with behavioural
elhograms" on Wednesday I February. The ECS

Council will meet at 1400 hrs on Wednesday
8th and again at lunchtime on Sunday 1Oth; a

meeting of national contact Persons is
planned f or 1800 hours on Wednesday
8th February. Working groups have been
asked if they would like to meet. Details will be
posted at the conference. Talks competing for
student awards should be scheduled to be given
by Saturday morning at the latest. A student
award valuation committee comprising 7
persons (drawn from Council and non-Council
members) will be established to judge
contendants.

1996 Lisbon The theme will be Population
structure and invited participants will include
persons lrom the following subject areas:
genetics, movement, and parasitology. ECS
members are invited to propose lhemes for a

workshop.

1997 StralsundiKiel The venue has yet to be
settled, but possible options include Stralsund
and Kiel.

1998 Monaco Plans for the proposed joint
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soon, and the local organiser Anne Collet would

be invited to attend Council meetings leading up

to the 1998 conference. There should also be a
joint meeting ol the ECS and EAAM Councils

before lhe Monaco conference to discuss EAAM

participation in its organisation.

Protocols f or conf erence organisers
Phil Hammond has prepared a package
containing a protocol for conference organisers
(including an example of a conference
announcement), and also some guidance for
abstract submission and record keeping'
Anyone willing to host a conference can ask for
a copy of this protocol from Phil.

Finances The society should try to find ways

to increase its income. Any ECS member with
good ideas, please contact the Secretary. lf
someone would like to take on this role, also
please let us know!! A "sales person" with

access to e-mail could usefully try to contact
libraries in order to try to sell the
proceedings. Marina Sequiera volunteered lo
take on this role. She would look for prices for
T-shirts to be printed with the ECS logo. T-

shirts should be '100% white cotton, sizes
large and extra large.

Membership ln order to encourage lapsed
members to renew their subscription, each
national contact person should receive address
labels of their national membership with
information on the last year that they paid.

Contact Persons The standard information
sheets were distributed to all the national
contacl persons, but by September, Peter
Evans had received only lhree answers (out of
sixteen!!). Ursula Siebert will prepare a note
lor the newsletter (see page ..) requesting the

assistance of contact persons in this matter. A

new "Contact Person Secretary" will also be

appointed to liaise with the national contact
persons. The Council see this as an important
way to develop ECS activities on a national
basis, and lo improve the flow of information
to the membership through the newsletter.

Working Groups There is no news from the

various working groups. Manuel Hartmann will
be approached to ask if he would like to
maintain the Pathology Working Group.

ECS lnformation Leaflet A leaflet to
advertise the society to potential members has

been prepared, along with colour photographs

to illustrate ECS aims & activities. lts
publication has been waiting for the production

of the new logo. Before production, however, it
will be necessary to establish a new Treasurer

since until then, the membership details
(including subscription currency and banking

details) cannol be included. The leaflet will be

printed either in UK or Portugal depending upon

where the "besl" deal can be obtained'

ECS Logo Giuseppe is contacting a graphics

designer to have a more professional logo
printed on notepaper and envelopes. The same

will be done for the newsletter front page and
grid. The Council decided for the time being not

to use recycled paper due to its present
financial situation. This will be reviewed again

in the future.

ECS and Eastern European Countries
Peter Evans will try to build up a mailing list ol
scientists from Eastern European countries who

are working on cetaceans, and will write a

letter to various Eastern European marine
mammalogists, publicising the Lugano
conference. Any ECS members having contacts
in Eastern Europe are asked to invite them to
the Lugano conference, and encourage them to

make contact with the ECS if they have not

already done so. Giuseppe Notarbartolo di

Sciara will publicise the ECS and the Lugano
Conference at the next Marine Biologists'
Conference in Croatia.

ECS and Other Societies SMM A notice
advertising the ECS has appeared in the SMM

newsletler. The ECS editor is waiting for SMM

to send an equivalent notice from that sociey to
include in the ECS newsletter. Editors of both

newsletters should regularly exchange
inf ormation in their respective newsletters.
Peter Evans will take the lead on this.

EAAM Mads-Peter Heide-Jorgensen proposed a

joint journal between ECS and EAAM. This will

require further discussion between the two
parties. The Secretary will send an invitation
to the EAAM Council to attend the Lugano
conference.
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Observer status ASCOBANS Phil Hammond
will represent the ECS at the next ASCOBANS
meeting in Stockholm in September. The ECS
Council prepared a short statement about the
society and the role it can play in the
ASCOBANS convention. A report on the meeting
will appear in the newsletter.

BARCELONACONVENTION The ECS already has
a non-official relationship with the Barcelona
convention, and Giuseppe Notarbartolo di
Sciara will write to the Secretariat to try to
formalise this collaboration.

MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEA The same
situation applies here. Peter Evans will contact
Alexey Birkun.

ICES Finn Larsen will ask Arne Bjørge for
more details of whether ECS could have
observer slatus with ICES (lnternational
Council of the Exploration of the Sea).

IUCN Giuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara will
contact Steve Leatherwood to offer the help of
the ECS. Finn Larsen will take care of
membership of IUCN.

UNEP Giuseppe will contact Monica Borobia
(Secretariat of the Global Action Plan for
Marine Mammals) offering the help of the ECS.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE Giuseppe willsend some
ECS material to the Council of Europe.

Circulation of ECS Resolutions The
Baltic and North Sea Resolutions should be sent
to all the ASCOBANS range states. Phil
Hammond will ask Christina Lockyer for the
addresses of Ministers of the Environment of
countries within the European Community
(ASCOBANS range states). Giuseppe will
circulate the resolution on the Mediterranean
Sanctuary to all relevant European
Environment Ministers.

Other Business Toni Raga suggested that
the ECS might organise training courses for
students. Giuseppe will discuss this f urther
with him.

NEWS FROM OTHER SOCIETIES

EAAM ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM, 1995

This will be hosted by Nürnberg Zoo between 31

March and 3 April, 1995, and held at the
Wøhrdersee Hotel Mercure, about 800 metres
from the Main Railway Station. There are
excellent connections by tram to the Hotel and

from there to the Tiergarten. Special prices

have been arranged: 99 DM for a single room

and 119 DM for a double room, per night and

breakfast included. Each room with bathroom,
TV, radio, telephone and minibar. ln the
basement of the hotel a big parking garage is

available. Persons under 26 and having an
international Youth Hotel Card may ask for
reservations at the Nürnberg Youth Hotel,
which is located in the old city of Nürnberg.
Prices a¡e 26 DM per night and breakfast
included. The Youth Hotel is at walking distance
(some 20 minutes) from the Symposium Hotel.
The Symposium Fee, including the costs for
lunches, coffee- and tea-breaks during
conference days, and the Annual Dinner, will
most probably be no more than 275 DM. The
Annual Dinner will take place at a very historic
location in the old city. The meal will be held in

the same hall as many German emperors did in
the past! The preliminary program is: Friday
evening, 31 March - registration and welcome
drinks at the hotel (1900 hrs); Saturday 1st
and Sunday morning, 2 April - scientif ic
conference sessions; Sunday afternoon - visit
to the Tiergarten, including the dolphinarium.
At 1600 hrs the Annual General Meeting;
Sunday night - Annual Dinner (1900 hrs);
Monday morning of 3rd April - scientif ic
conf erence session; Monday af ternoon
Acoustic workshop at the Dolphinarium.
Eichstatt excursion with a visit to the
Paleontological Museum (f or example
Archaeopteryx!). There will also be a special
Ladies Program organised. The Scientif ic
Program is organised by Dr John Baker and
EAAM announces calls for paper or poslers
particularly from students. Dr Lorenzo von
Fersen is planning a special acoustic session
(great minds think alike!!). The Windsor Safari
Park Student Prize Fund is putting up a special
prize for the best presentation by a student.
Student presentations are judged by the EAAM
scientific committee, Kamminga (Chairman),
Amundin, Nachtigall, and the President Elect
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(Baker). Anyone interested in presenting a

paper should write to John Baker at Veterinary
Field Station, Leahurst, Neston, Wirral, L64

7TE, UK (fax +44 51 7946005).

EUROPEAN NEWS

Agreement on the Conservation of
Small Cetaceans of the Baltic and

North Seas - ASCOBANS

ln order to strengthen the protection of small
whales, a regional agreemenl (Agreement on
the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the
Baltic and North Seas - ASCOBANS) has been
elaborated under the Bonn Convention
(Convenlion on the Conservation of Migratory
Species ol Wild Animals). The first meeting of

this Agreement was hosted by Sweden, being a
leading country in bringing ASCOBANS into
reality. The meeting will hopef ully be a

starting point for more actions in the field of
cetacean conservation in Northern Europe.

The first meeting of ASCOBANS, an Agreement
specifically designed to protect small whales,
dolphins and porpoises, took place outside
Stockholm lrom 26-28 September this year.
The f irst meeting was attended by all six
Parties (Belgium, Denmark, GermanY,
Netherlands, Sweden, and the United Kingdom),
and most Range States (Estonia, France,
Latvia, Norway, Poland, and Russia, as well as
the European Commission). A number of
organisations, both international governmental
and non-governmental, also attended, and were
able to contribute substantially to the
meeting's success.

During the meeting, several resolutions were
adopted concerning both the administration and
implementation of the Agreement, among which
were included:

1. the establishment of a permanent
Secretariat in Cambridge, United Kingdom;

2. the establishment of an Advisory
Committee; and

3. resolutions promoting the implementation
of a conservation and management plan.

The participanls recognised the importance of
reduction in pollution in safeguarding the
habitats and health ol small cetaceans, the need

for monitoring and control of fisheries which
may have both direct (in the form of incidental
catches) and indirect (competition for similar
food resources) eflects on small cetaceans. The

need for habitat monitoring and direct studies
on populations, (notably the harbour porpoise,
Phocoena phocoena), was considered of great

importance in assessing the future of small
cetaceans. The need for education of both the
public and fishermen about the role of small
cetaceans in the environment was also a

priority.

Already ASCOBANS has one major success
story concerning a multi-nationally supported
survey programme investigating small
cetacean abundance in the North Sea. The
programme, costing approximately Ê1.5
million, and supported by several countries and

50% funding lrom the European Commission,
involved a large number of scientists. The
survey took place in April, June and July this
year, and a full report will be completed by

June 1995, and will hopefully provide the first
detailed census in the area. The newly
appointed Advisory Committee will then
examine the need for future surveys and other
research programmes.

lnf ormalion:
Christina Lockyer (UK), +44 223 301282
Sune Eriksson (Sweden), +48 I 7991051
Torsten Larsson (Sweden), +46 I 7991391

Press Secretariat:
Anna Bonta-Anger, +46 I 7991084
Katrin Hallman, +46 I 7991544

ITALY

GROUPS WORKING ON CETACEANS IN

ITALY . FONDAZIONE CETACEA

Fondazione Celacea is a non-profit organisation
involved in the following activities:

Strandings & sightings:
Dead fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus)

f loating adrift off Cesenatico (Northern
Adriatic Sea) on JulY 161h, 1990
(skeleton);

Common dolphin (Delphinus delphis)
sighted off Riccione (Northern Adriatic
Sea) on August 22nd, 1991 (Photos);

Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus)
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sighted off Albarella di Rovigo (Northern
Adriatic Sea) in August 1993 (video).

Sample collection:
Frozen muscle samples of striPed

dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba);
Samples of lungs fixed in 10% neutral-

buffered formalin (or better still in SPAFG,
see ECS newsletters), particularly
Physeteridae and Ziphiidae;

Frozen samples from gastro-intestinal
tracl, liver, pancreas, lungs, heart,
mammary glands (and blubber around),
laclif erous canals, kidney, uterus and
genital organs (internal and external
lesions could be fixed in '10% neutral-
buffered formalin);

Parasites f rom both cetaceans and
turtles fixed in 70% alcohol.

Ongoing & new projects:
Monitoring pregnant bottle-nosed

dolphin females to delermine delivery by
means of echographs and both behavioural
and physiological parameters such as
number of flexions, defecations and
breathing rates (since 1992, and in 1994
along with the Genoa Aquarium);

Behavioural study focusing on
nutritional and spatial mother-calf
interactions and respiratory behaviour in

two bottle-nosed dolphins born in captivity
(since 1993);

Acoustic study focusing on cetacean
predator-prey interactions both in
captivity and in the wild, and investigating
modilied swordfish drifþnets using sonar
imaging, in cooperation with CNR (Nalional
Council ol Research), Ancona (since 1985);

Supporting hypotheses on new
phylogeny of Cetacea by the analysis of
microscopical features of the lungs (since
1 ee3);

Co-operation in the following projects:
A study on PCBs, OCs, and heavy melals in

tissues of stranded cetaceans and
turtles (University of Siena);

A study on mechanisms of mercury
detoxification in smaller toothed
whales (University of Pisa);

A study on progesterone analysis during
pregnancy in bottle-nosed dolphins
(University of Perugia).

responsibility for the Centro Studi Cetacei,
dealing with live strandings along all ltalian
coasts. So far, several cetaceans have been
rescued, including dolphins that have been
medically treated belore release.
Since then, the foundation has taken care of all

strandings in the region Emilia-Romagna, a

stretch of coast ranging from the Po delta to
the town ol Cattolica.

Together with the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) we started the project 'Onde dal Mare'
('Waves from the Sea') in 1993. This is a

radio-telephone network (VHF radio, channel
74-156.725 MHz; phone number 0541-
693675) that has been established to improve
the reporting of cetacean sightings, turtle
sightings, and environmental problems in
general. The project was appointed by the
Department of Environment of the ltalian
Government, and the Postmaster General.
We will propose to extend 'Onde dal Mare' to all

countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea at

the next ECS Conference in Lugano.

Films & videos:
I miei amici delfini, 1985: a video on

evolution, physiology and husbandry of
bottle-nosed dolphins with a veterinary
check-up by Dr. David Taylor, DVM
(ltalian/E nglish);

Baby Garibaldi, 1988: a video on the
successf ul lreatment of a young bottle-
nosed dolphin kept in captivity for a month
and then released into the wild (llalian);

Births in captivity: from the proiect on
pregnant bottle-nosed dolphins in captivity:
Riccione, 1990; Cattolica, 1992; Cattolica,
1993; Genoa, 1994;

L'lsola del tesoro, 1992: recovery of
the carcass of a fin whale with a new
method, as partially published in the 1991

ECS Proceedings;
Rosa, storia di un Grampo, 1992: a

video on the story of a rescue treatment to
a stranded Risso's dolphin.

Exhibitions:
Since its beginning, the foundation has been
involved in educational programs both with
schools and public entities:

Whales and dolphins, lords and masters
of the sea: a series of 12 educational
posters which were elaborated for , the
WWF-ltaly in collaboralion with a group ofUntil '1993, the foundation organised and held
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international specialists on cetaceans (dr.

M Klinowska as a scientif ic consultant).
The set has been translated in different
languages and was distributed in several
countries (1990);

L'Awentura del grande delfino: a tale
on the magic of the sea. the story of baby
Garibaldi in an imaginary journey into the

depths of the sea, written by L. Gasadei,
1 989- 1 992;

I Cetacei del Mediterraneo: multimedial
program for Apple Macintosh by G. Bearzi
et al. (lstituto Tethys, 1991);

Quaderni del mare: three books dealing
with marine biology lor primary school,
written by Alessandro Bortolotlo and
Fabricio Fabbri (ltalian, 1992);

Cetacea lnforma: biennial magazine on

marine mammals, since 1992.

ALESSANDRO BORTOLOTTO

SOO,OOO SIGNATURES AGAINST
DRIFTNETS IN ITALY

Some of you may recall that on 24 May 1994, I

had sent a message to the ECS-ALL list
informing on a clumsy attempt by the new
Italian administration to legalise the
continuation of large-scale pelagic driftnet
lishing in the Mediterranean by ltalian
fishermen. I asked for support from the ECS-
ALL readership to help dissuade the
administration f rom this intention, by faxing
their dissent to the Minister of Agriculture,
Food and Forestry, Ms Adriana Poli Bortone.
This is an update on the situation.

A coalition of 14 NGOs active in ltaly in the
field of marine conservation was formed at the
time, including: Bellerive Foundation, CTS,
Europe Gonservation, FAS, Fondazione Cetacea,
Greenpeace, IFAW, ltalia Nostra, LAV,
Legambiente, LIPU, Marevivo, Tethys Research
lnstitute, WWF. I was kindly asked to act as
the group's spokesperson. The coalition called
for the full respect and enforcement of the
existing European regulations (i.e. maximum
net length per vessel = 2.5 km, total phase-out
of driftnetting in Europe by 1997); strongly
advocated the use of existing national and
community funds for reconversion purposes;
and asked the general public to sign a petition
to slrengthen its assertiveness.

Three days ago, six months later, 500,000
signatures collected in ltaly were brought to
the Ministry. As a result, our small delegation
was received by Minister Poli Bortone. We

were informed that it is now their intention to
proceed with changes to driftnetting.

However, two obstacles were noted: 1)

f inancial diff iculties (suff icient f unds were
apparently not allocated in the nation's 1995

budget), and 2) inconsistent national policies
throughout Europe (notably by those countries
having driftnet fleets in the Atlantic Ocean and

Baltic Sea), which would make it difficult for
the ltalian f ishermen to accept unilateral
restrictions. lt was added that a commission
was being formed to suggest solutions,
comprising government experts and
representatives of the NGOs, and the first
meeting date of the commission was set for 5

Dec 1994.

So far, the facts. ln my humble opinion the
good news is that the ltalian administration has
recognised its gaff of last May. The bad news
is that the strong impression was given of the
lack of political will to seriously solve the
problem. This was a supreme example of

Orwellian double talk. The ltalian administration
is clearly trying to buy time, perhaps in view
of possible future changes (in favour of the
continuation of driftnetting) in the European
f isheries policy. The present minister's
constituency is largely composed by fishermen,
and it is likely that every attempt will be made
to allow indefinite continuation of fishing (in
def iance of precaution, sustainability and
common environmental sense) if the present
tough stand of the European Union will become
weaker in the future.

Certainly and unfortunately, the driftnet
problem will remain with us for a long time to

come, in spite of every reasonable
consideration, until strong international
pressure will induce the European nations
involved to start acting responsibly.

To the many of you who have taken lhe time to
send a message to Minister Poli Bortone, thank
you for a very useful action. There may be the

need for more in the luture.
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SPERM WHALE STRANDINGS -

NETHERLANDS

A stranded sperm whale was reported at the
National Museum of Natural History in Leiden
on Thursday 3 November. The animal, a 14.4 m
male, was stranded on a sandbank in the
Wadden Sea between the islands of Terschelling
and Ameland. On Friday, we visited the site.
Samples were taken from the outside of the
animal only, as it was not possible to
dismember the carcase on the beach because of
the tide. The animal will be towed to Ameland
to be dismembered by the Museum of Natural

History in Leeuwarden. lf possible, samples
will be taken of the internal organs, although
the carcass will probably be too decayed for a
successful autopsy.

MARJAN ADDINK

GERMANY

A 15 m, 37 ton sperm whale stranded on a

bank near the German island of Baltrum. An
effort to free it failed, and the animal died
during the af ternoon. The authorities of
Niedersachsen will try to recover the carcass,
but this will probably take some time because
of its offshore location and the tide.

URSULA SIEBERT

BELGIUM

Four sperm whales (12-18 m length) stranded
on the Belgian coast on 18 November: three at
the town of Koksijde, and one nearby, at
Nieuwpoort. All four animals were juveniles,
and will be analysed pathologically and
toxicolog ically.

CLAUDE JOIRIS

UNITED KINGDOM

A 15.8 m sperm whale was washed ashore
south of Whitby, N. Yorks (England) on 10

November. Eleven sperm whales stranded on
the shores of Sanday in Orkney (N Scotland) on

7 December. All had died by next morning. A

young one was seen alive but has nol yet come

ashore. One or more post mortems are planned.

PETER EVANS

NEWS FROM ELSEWHERE IN THE
WORLD

BRITISH COLUMBIA MARINE MAMMAL
JOURNAL AND DIRECTORY

This is the second edition of the journal
published by the West Coast Whale Research

Foundation. lt f eatures an article on f ish

farming in the Broughton archipelago (8.C.) and

a note on the ATOC Project.

The Notices include pieces on Stellers sea lion

and killer whale interactions, on a B.C.
humpback whale photo LD. catalogue, on whal
to do if you lind a stranded whale or dolphin in

8.C., on a marine mammal library available
through the Marine Mammal Research Group in

Victoria (8.C.), and on the marine mammal e-

mail discussion list (MARMAM).

News reports include the falsif ied Soviet
whaling data, the captivity and/or release
issue, antagonistic behaviour of resident killer
whales versus transients, B.C. strandings in

1993, the Clayoquot Sound orcas, the lcelandic
news about hybrid blue/fin whales, a humpback
which has travelled between B.C. and Japan,
last year's B.C. Marine mammal Symposium
(November 27-29, 1993), sea otter and
'offshore' killer whale sightings, a consortium
of the North Pacific universities, an
experiment with an artificial whale and bubble
nels, and how vessel activity might aff ect
whales at the Rubbing Beach.

The Directory features a list of marine
mammal researchers, educators, activist
groups and whale and seal watching companies

active in and around British Columbia.

lf you want more information, please write to:

West Coast Whale Research Foundation, '1200-

925 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C

3L2, Canada.

I
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MARINE MAMMAL SCIENCE VOLUME
9, NO. 4, OCTOBER 1993:

CONTENTS

Mortality of sea otters in Prince William Sound

following the Exxon Valdez oil spill.

ROBERT A. GARROTT, L. LEE EBERHARDT

AND DOUGLAS M. BURN:343

lmplications of non linear density dependence
BARBARA L. TAYLOR AND DOUGLAS P.

DE MASTER: 360

The southern sea lion, Otaria byronia or
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A call for papers is made for the '1995

Conference, hosted by the Okeanos Ocean
Research Foundation on April 28-30, 1995, at

Ramada lnn, Riverhead, NY, USA.

Anyone interested in presenting a paper is

requesled to submit an abstract postmarked no

later than Friday, February 10, 1995.
Abstracts postmarked later than this will not
be considered.

Abstracts will be reviewed and presenters will
be notif ied by March 17 , 1995 regarding
acceptance. Conf erence proceedings will be
published. Presented papers will be allotted 15

minutes (12 minutes + 3 minutes O&A). ln the

event we choose to include Poster
presentations, please indicate which format
(poster or oral) you would prefer.

Submit abstracts to: Dr. A. H. Kopelman,
Okeanos Ocean Research Foundation, P.O. Box

776, 278 East Montauk Highway Hampton
Bays, NY 11946, USA or
e-mail to: KOPELMAN @ PIPELINE.COM
or KOPELMAN @ SFITVA.CC. FITSUNY. EDU.
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RECENT RESEARCH

WINTERING AREAS OF FIN WHALES
(Balaenoptera physatus) lN THE

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

The winter presence of fin whales in the
Mediterranean Sea has long been debated. Up to

some years ago, the lack of winter
observations led some authors to believe that
the fin whales spent the feeding season in the

Ligurian Sea, and the breeding season
somewhere in the Atlantic Ocean; others
decided on two diff erent populations, one
spending the winter in the Mediterranean Sea,
the other being there during the summer.

Based on our sightings in autumn and winter,
the absence from the Gibraltar area in winter
as reported by some authors, and the
relatively numerous strandings of this species
on the North African coasts in winter, our
group has formulated the hypothesis that the
Mediterranean population (or 'stock', sensu
IWC) lives relatively separated from those in

the Atlantic (Marini et al., 1992, 1993).

We observed two main peaks in the presence of
fin whales in the Tyrrhenian Sea, in autumn and

in spring, that seem to respectively represent
the southward and northward migrations from
and to the Ligurian Sea. However, if lhe
animals don't spend the winter in the Ligurian
Sea, then where are they during that season?
We always suspected them to remain in the
southern part of the Mediterranean, perhaps in

the Gulf of Sirte (north of the Libyan coast),
and that f rom there they migrate to other
areas in spring: mainly to the Ligurian Sea, but
also toward the lonian Sea and the eastern
basin. However, this hypothesis has been
diflicult to verify due to the political situation
in the area, which has inhibited any research in

these waters.

Last winter, we received information on the
presence oÍ Balaenoptera physalus close to the
coast of the island of Lampedusa, a small
Italian island on the African continental shelf,
near the Tunisian coast. A preliminary survey
was carried out during which we observed a
very high density of animals all around the
island; we observed females with calves and
relatively large concenlrations of animals in

apparent feeding grounds. Bottle-nosed dolphins

are common all year round in this area, and in

winter there are large schools of tuna. Some
preliminary observations and video recordings
were made, that will be reported at the next
ECS meeting in Lugano.

These sightings seem to confirm a substantial
winter presence of the species in North African

waters, supporting our hypothesis' Next

winter, we will be on Lampedusa again to
conlinue our studies, trying to estimate the

exact density of fin whales in the area' Also,
photo-lD techniques may be used to compare
these animals with those observed in other
areas during summer.

Marini, L., C. Consiglio, B. Catalano & T.

Valentini, 1993. Cetaceans in the Central
Tyrrhenian Sea: third (and last?) year of

sightings: preliminary results. ln: Evans,
P.G.H. Evans (ed), European Research on

Cetaceans 7: 148-150.
Marini, L., C. Consiglio, A. Sanna & A'M.

Angradi, 1992. Some notes on the fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus) in the western
Mediterranean Sea. ln: Symoens, J.J. (ed),

Proceedings 'Whales: Biology - Threats -

Conservation', Royal Academy of Overseas
Sciences, Brussels, 5-7 Giugno 1991: 63-

71.

LUCA MARINI & CARLO CONSIGLIO

MEDITERRANEAN FIN WHALES

Fin whales found during summer in the Ligurian

Sea are genetically distinct from North Atlantic
whales, and most likely belong to a

reproductively isolated population, residing
year-round in the Mediterranean Sea. This was
the conclusion of a sludy recently presented at

a marine mammal genetics symposium (Berube'

et at., 1994), in which the mitochondrial DNA

ol 235 fin whale samples, collected at one

Mediterranean and five North Atlantic sites,
was analysed. Whether fin whales found in the

Mediterranean belonged to a North Atlantic
population seasonally migrating in the
Mediterranean to f eed, or to a resident
Mediterranean population, has been a subject of

speculation f or a long time. This discovery
falsifies the first hypothesis, and leads to a

number of exciting scientific and conservation
consequences:
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1 ) At an estimated 4,291 individuals (Forcada
ef a/., 1993), the population in the western
Mediterranean is small and potentially
vulnerable, particularly as lhe contribution
f rom the eastern basin to the total
Mediterranean population is likely to be
negligible.

2 ) Where are the Mediterranean fin whales
winter breeding grounds, and are there
threats to their reproductive activities
there?

3) The ecology of these whales is atypical:
they concentrate in the NW Mediterranean
in summer to feed, and somewhere else
nearby (as compared to the substantial
migrations of their oceanic conspecifics) in

winter to breed; is the time and space
separation of feeding and breeding typical
of the species still necessary in a region
where food is present year-round, and
where temperature differences are not as
extreme as they are between oceanic
feeding and breeding grounds?

4) W¡ll the Mediterranean fin whale breeding
grounds be more accessible to scientific
investigation lhan has been the case in the
past with lhe oceanic breeding grounds for
this species (which have turned out to be
relatively inaccessible)?

5 ) During summer, pelagic productivity
declines dramatically in the Mediterranean,
and persists in the northwest in a narrow
region between the western Ligurian Sea
and the Golf e du Lion; this is why f in
whales are so f requent there in that
season. lf this is so, then whales could be
rather vulnerable to disturbance there, as
this may be the only place and only time
for them to be able to feed; in turn, this
may have significant consequences on a
possible development of the whale-
watching industry in the region.

Literature cited:
Berube', M., A. Aguilar, D. Dendanto, F.

Larsen, G. Notarbartolo di Sciara, P.

Palsboll, R. Sears, J. Sigurjonsson. 1994.
Genetic structure of the north Atlantic fin
whales, Balaenoptera physalus. Symposium
on Marine Mammal Genetics, La Jolla,
California, 23-24 Sept.

Forcada, J., A. Aguilar, P. Hammond, X.

Pastor, R. Aguilar. 1993. Distribulion and
abundance of fin whales in the weslern
Mediterranean during the summer. Europ.
Res. Cetac., 7:128-130.

GIUSEPPE NOTARBARTOLO DI SCIARA

MISCELLANEOUS

'lnteractions between whales and
people. Have you had one?'

Peler J. Fromm and The Whale Museum in

Friday Harbor, Washington, are seeking first
hand stories for a book about whales and
people. lf you have a tale to tell, please call: 'l

(800) 315-7711 or 206-468'2548. (Address:
Peter J. Fromm, PO Box 266, Lopez lsland, WA
98261, usA).

Leave a message with your name, phone
number and best time to reach you (include
time zone you reside in). Peter will call you
back to record your story. The best tales will
go into the book. lf we use your story you will
receive a complimentary copy of the book.
Photographs and illustrations are also needed.

Please call today to share your Whale Tale!

WHALE SONGS ON COMPACT DISC

As a result of a question posed some time ago
at our E-mail list, here is a list of compact
disc titles with recordings of whale and dolphin
sounds:

Blackfish Sound (CD) by John Ford and the

Vancouver Aquarium, 1992, Banff Music,
Holborne distributors, Ontario, Canada.
Excellent recordings (Orca) and commentary
(also the written one).

Songs from the Deep (CD or MC), bY

Sittelle, Mens-France, 1992; recordings by
Marine Mammal Fund, San Francisco, USA.
Excellent recordings (Orca, Beluga, Narwhal,
Humpback, Bowhead, Bearded Seal) and
commentary.
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Mysterious Language of Dolphins
(CD+MC) by Guy Boulanger and Jacques Roux,
Ellebore, Paris, France.
Recordings: Common Dolphin; not much written
information about the recordings.

Whale Songs (CD) By Philippe Gaviglio,
1991. Recordings of Humpbacks by Norman
Brumberg, off the Alaskan Coast, JSL, Green
Label, Media 7, Nanterre- France.
Ten whale recordings (Humpback, Orca), seven
music pieces, little information on recordings.

Sounds and Songs of the Humpback
Whales (MC), 1989. Gentle Persuasion: The
Sounds of Nature, The Special Music Company,
Hackensack, NJ, USA.
No information at all.

Le Chant des Baleines (MC), by WWF 1987.

Recordings: Humpback, Blue Whale, Sperm
Whale, Spinner Dolphin.
No information at all (except that one recording
comes from Sri Lankan waters).

Le voci dei Mammiferi marini (double
MC), Ludi Sound, Solaro-ltaly.
(Fin Whale, Sperm Whale, Cuvier's beaked
Whale, Orca, False Killer Whale, Pilot Whale,
Risso's Dolphin, Bottle-nosed Dolphin, Common
Dolphin, Striped Dolphin, Rough-Toothed
Dolphin, Sea Lions and Harbour Seals)
Good information on species, but not on the
recordings.

Songs and Sounds of the Humpback
Whale, by Lon Brocklehurst, Holborne SON,
Dureco Distributors.

Songs and Sounds of Orcinus orca, by
Paul Spong, Total recording, Vancouver,
Canada, Dureco Distributors.

Dance of the Dolphin, 1991, Wild Dolphin
Project, Bahamas, Amirra Press, Greendale,
USA.

BEATRICE JANN

SONGS FROM THE SEA

An hour long audio cassette of sounds made by
whales, dolphins, seals and fish have been
compiled by BBC Wildlife Magazine. Recordings

of 19 species include bowhead, northern right,
blue, humpback, sperm, beluga, short-f inned
pilot, and killer whales, bottle-nosed, striped
and Atlantic spotted dolphins, walrus, bearded,
harp, ringed and leopard seals. Excellent value
at Ê3.99 from BBC Wildlife Magazine casselte
offer, JEM House, Little Mead, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 8ND, UK (tlf +44483268888, fax
+44483268889).
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